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Foreword
A common challenge that tertiary education sectors face nowadays is the increasing variability

in students' backgroun~ and academic ability that affects their sadsfaction and comp letion
of their tertiary education. This is of particular concern when considering the role education

is playing in social, cultural and economic change. Creative and imaginacive futures for
schooling may well be a promise for the future in global education. Here is the reason why
the current book is launched.

As a colleague of Dr. Nerina Caltabiano and Assoc. Prof. Marie Caltabiano. their
emhusiasm in assisting students to learn has inspired me tremendously. Although my
expertise mainly focuses on scudems' learning, [ am more concerned about the objective
side of academic performance such as literacy and numeracy skills. As a matter of facr, rhere
is now growing awareness of the application of psychological principles to enhance student
learning in the university setting. Developments in education and training in psychology
across the world, and sharing of world best practice are also focuses in psychology education.
This book includes a collection of papers examining how certain psychosocial variables
interact with student's academic background to affect their learning behaviour, satisfaction,
and retention in university studies. This hook offers a unique point of view on learning in
tertiary education.
Being a first year coordinatOr in the university for years, I am fully aware of the increasing
variability in tertiary student's academic ability upon entry and its impact on subsequent
academic satisfaction and performance. This hook provides a comprehensive overview
on how certain psychosocial factors affect students' learning strategies, perforinance and
satisfaction with ternary studies. This would definitely help advance the direction in teaching
and learning in tertiary education. This hook is worth reading and is strongly recommended
to colleagues working in the tertiary education sectors. It provides valuable insights on how
to assist students' learning, given the challenges the tertiary education sector faces nowadays.

Dr. Agnes Au
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Introduction
Although the primary audience for chis book is ocher researchers, managemem personnel

may also find the issues raised in chis volume helpful in setting agendas for both staff.and
students. However, readers are cautioned chac the authors are final year undergraduate
students and therefore their research papers may contain inadequacies in writing styles and
hold conclusions where more experienced researchers may have exercised prudence and
moderation.
This collection of papers is more poignant by the face that it is written by final year
srudems who have come to the end of their undergraduate student days. As scudems
graduate and look back on their time at university, they will think of this time as either
being productive and satisfying or somehow not quiee meeting their personal expectations.
As we are dominated by an age of accountability it is often tOO easy for scudentS CO blame
the insticution and its educacors for the lack of satisfaction they may have experienced
during their course. ]n this collection of papers the aumors shift thc focus somewhat from
me institution and educators to some personal scudem attributes as they explore learning
strategies, performance indicators and srudent satisfaction. The contributor's own personal
journeys ·and those of their fellow students have made it obvious (0 them that student
satisfaction and success cannot be divorced from the individual faCtors that students bring
to the educational setting. This edited work is an attempt at trying to understand some of
the multitude of factors thac impact scudcnt learning.
The research teams were responsible for [he respective ethics proposals. and meir
subm ission to research ethics, questionnaire design, data collection, coding, and dara entry.
Each student was responsible for her own individual research analyses and write-ups. A
modified version of the research papers these students submitted as part of their fourth year
assessment requirements are reproduced here. While the Methodology regarding each of the
surveys is provided under either Part One Or Part Two of this text, each individual author
will outline their specific research questions within their papers.
The book has been organized in lWO parts. The four papers that appear in Pacr One of this
edii::cd work are based on the Otleralt Student Salisfaction with Unitlusity Leaning Experimces
Questionnaire that appears in Appendix A. Part Two contains cluee papers thac are based
on the Key Factors Influtncing Studmt Satisfoction Questionnaire that appears in Appendix
B. The papers appearing in Pare One mainly focus on learning strategies and performance
indicators. The focus of the papers in Part Two is student satisfaction.
The four authors that appear in Parr One are: Carla-Renee Sherwood, Jessica Neilson.
Allison Tunstall and Jacqueline Swain.
Carla-Renee Sherwood's paper investigates time management and coping and how it
affects perceptions of learning behaviours. Furthermore. she determines how importance of
ceachingsrrategies and perceived university performance are influenced by time management
and coping.
Jessica L Neilson considers the connection between self-efficacy and perceptions of
learning behaviours for academic success. These are further explored by trying to understand
how these are relaced. to course expectations and whether the course has actually met these
expectations.
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[0 completion of degree. Specifically, she was interested in whether academic self-efficacy
skills, overall position scores, grade point average and semesters already completed were
predictors of students completing their degrees.
Marama Forseer was interested in determining how the three personalicy variables oflocus
of comrol, self-efficacy and trait hope arc related to academic satisfaction.
Jules Uuliane) Wone was concerned with elucidating the factors thar determine student's
confidence ro manage study and employment commitments. In particular, she was
concerned with the dual role responsibilities of employment and caring for children and or
parents.

Nerina J Caltabiano
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